Tikkun Olam Super Heroes to the Rescue!

Beginning – Scene 1
Nat: Everyone in our play has a cape because we are all super heroes. The SH clubhouse is
invisible on the rooftops of New York City. The super heroes are in the clubhouse having a
snack.
Curtain opens
Kids sit around Tablecloth, tea set, food, tv
Jonas: “Remember last night we saved a bank and a jewelry store from being robbed?”
Rebecca: “The owner was so happy he said thank you and gave us presents and money!”
Shaya: “Saying thank you was the best present.”
Ellie: Yes, that’s right.
Adam - FLIPS TV
Nat: The TV shows that something bad is happening in DC and Jerusalem.
Danny puts the signal light up
Keren: “OH!! “The signal means us and we need to go!”
Annie: “There’s trouble!”
Shaya: “What’s happening?”
Zachary: “Something is wrong in DC and Jerusalem!”
All stand up and cup their ears.
Nat: They listen carefully because they have good hearing.
Harriet/Sarit/Lee-or: Ken! No! Lo! Yes!
Rebecca: I think some teachers are fighting!
Annie: “I think we should go!”
Ellie: We have to get them to stop fighting!
Logan: “‘Super team! Come on boys and girls!”
Zachary: “Let’s go to the rescue!”
Keren: They need our help!

Nat: They fly off to JPDS.
MINI MES FLY ACROSS THE STAGE
BACKSTAGE CREW REMOVES TABLECLOTH AND FOOD
Scene 2 Change – School
Nat: They go to JPDS and teachers arguing.
Lee-or: “No it’s time for Hebrew!”
Harriet: “No it’s time for English!”
Sarit: “No it’s time for Judaics!”
Lee-or: “No it’s time for Mifgash!”
Harriet: “No it’s time for Project Work!”
Jonas: “What is the problem?”
Harriet: “She wants more Hebrew time and I want more English time!”
Lee-or: “And we need to do Birchat Hamazon!”
Rebecca: “Why don’t you do handwriting in English and Hebrew? Then it will be fair”
Sarit: “Thank you very much – that’s a great idea!”
THE SUPER HEROES HAND OUT HANDWRITING BOOKS.
The teachers hug and are happy.
Shaya: “Teamwork does the job!”
Zachary: “Hang on! There is still another problem.”
Ellie: “It’s in a park in Israel!”
Nat: The actors fly off. (The mini me’s fly off to the park in Israel.)
Annie: “I see a dying tree!”
Ellie: “It looks terrible!”
Keren: “We need to water it to bring it back to life.”
Logan: “I see trash!”
Rebecca: “I see somethings are about to die!”
Zachary: “Look on the ground. Baby birds feel out of the tree.”

Keren: Let’s save them!
Shaya: “Oh no, Mother Earth is covered in trash!”
Logan: “We are going to help the Earth!”
Zachary: “I saw a watering can over there let’s go get it!”
Keren, Rebecca, Ellie, Arabella pick up baby birds.
CREW GIVES BOYS WATERING CANS
They water the tree with a watering can. Half of curtains close and when they open, the tree is
beautiful.
Girls put the baby birds back in its nest.
CREW GIVES GRABBERS AND BAGS
Jonas/Shaya use grabbers and everyone else uses hands to pick up trash.
Logan “The trash is extinct!”
Keren: The baby birds are safe!
Rebecca: The tree came back to life!
Ellie: “We are awesome!”
Zachary: “Let’s go have fun!”
Shaya: “Let’s go have a party since we saved the day!”
CURTAINS CLOSE
CREW SETS UP PAPER CHAINS and PUTS CAKE ON TABLECLOTH
End – Scene 3
Nat: They go back to the clubhouse and read the newspaper that has an article and pictures
about themselves.
Harriet: “It’s aTikkun Olam party!”
Lee-or: I’m glad we were invited!
Jonas: “I am so happy we fixed the world!”
SING
Nat: Then they see the signal again and get ready to go on another mission to help the world!
Danny: What was the message of the play?

SHOWS SIGN
Rebecca: And remember this message too! SHOWS SIGN (Don’t forget where you parked your
car!)

